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1. offset printing: with the offset process, we use a thick rubber blanket to transfer the image onto a
paper. this paper is then fed into a printing press, which prints on the same paper. the most common
offset printing uses a dry fountain solution to transfer the image onto the paper. this method is
known as wet offset printing. 3. letterpress: letterpress is a printing process that utilizes the
impression of type on a metal plate and then uses the type to print ink on the paper. the type is then
wiped off of the paper. letterpress can be considered the middle ground between offset and screen
printing, because the ink is not directly applied to the paper. print shop 21 1. printing: offset presses
are used to meet large printing jobs, carbonless, letterhead and envelopes. 2.folding: have your
documents folded. we offer various types of folds. 3.we do offer folding and stuffing services, you
can send your letters,report cards,absence letters and truancy letters via job ticket or e-mail and if
you can also send us a excel file with names and addresses we can print them on your letter and fold
and stuff so it shows thru window (no more making labels) 4.drilling: we have the capability to drill
from a single hole to three holes anywhere on your document. 5.transparencies: we can copies 8 1/2
x 11 transparencies. 6.cutting: we can cut from 2 x 3 to 25 x 25. 7.bindery: we can bind your
document with a variety of options, comb binding, tape binding, coil binding and various types of
staple options.
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you can make a website for your print shop with the print shop layout pack for divi. this is a great
freebie because the design is free for you to use in your print shop. you can use it to show off your
work or share it with clients. there are 14 unique layouts packed with modern fonts, photos, and

custom design. youll even find an icon pack included in the pack as well as a set of 16 images. they
can be used in any divi website! there are many layout packs available for divi. if you're looking to
promote your print shop, check out the print shop layout pack. this pack comes with 14 unique and
modern divi layouts packed with custom design and colorful graphics. you can use the pack to show
off your work or share it with clients. plus, all the images are free for you to use as well. you can use

the images in any divi website, too! if youre looking to set up a website for a print shop or studio,
youll want to check out the print shop layout pack for divi. this layout pack contains unique layouts
packed with custom design and colorful graphics perfect for any website in the printing niche. use it
to promote and sell print products, various printing services, and more. plus, all the images are free

for you to use as well! there are many layout packs available for divi. if youre looking to promote
your print shop, check out the print shop layout pack. this pack comes with 14 unique and modern

divi layouts packed with custom design and colorful graphics. you can use the pack to show off your
work or share it with clients. saddle stitching: a&a printing vs. ingram printing there could be many
reasons why you may be asking the question, whatissaddle stitching, anyway regardless of what
your reasons are, in this post we will answer that question, and cover the following: the details of

saddle stitching for booklets the kinds of publications typically printed using the saddle stitch binding
method a comparison of these two techniques a brief history of saddle stitching, and a listing of

some of the companies that produce saddle stitch bindings, plus you will find a special discount code
on that page as well 5ec8ef588b
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